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ABSTRACT
We suggest that the static congurations of M-theory are described by the matrix
regularisation of the supermembrane theory in static gauge. We compute long range








The recently proposed M(atrix) model [1], which arose from the dynamics of multi D0-
brane systems[2, 3], as a non-perturbative formulation of M-Theory [4] has provided a new
and eective framework for studying dualities and connections between dierent string
theories [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
It was observed [10] in the initial developments of the supermembrane theory (in
the 11 dimensional supergravity background) that the existence of -symmetry imposes
restrictions on the background elds which reduce to the 11 dimensional supergravity eld
equations. Since M-theory has the 11 dimensional supergravity as its low energy limit, the
above observation suggests that every denition of M-theory (at least classically) should
be in close connection to supermembrane theory. Thus, M-theory in innite momentum
frame and supermembrane action in light cone gauge written in a matrix form are related
[1].
On the other hand the notion of a sub-structure in the formulation of the M(atrix)
model for M-theory has played a central role. Therefore it is plausible to expect that
the same sub-structure in the form of a matrix formulation should play a role in the
framework describing the static congurations of the M-theory.
In this article we present a matrix model for static congurations of M-theory. Our
starting point is the action of supermembranes in 11 dimensions. By restricting the action
to the static part of its phase space we obtain an action which after xing its -symmetry
can be written in a matrix formulation.
As evidence for validity of our claim we have calculated the long range interaction of
two parallel M-2-brane and anti-M-2-brane solutions of the matrix model and it is shown
that the result is in accordance with the 11 dimensional supergravity result.
Conventions and notations and some calculations are gathered in appendices.
2 Static supermembrane action as a Matrix model
We start with the supermembrane action in 11 dimensions [11, 10]5
5We use the following notations everywhere:
a; b = 0; 1; 2;
;  = 0; 1; :::; 9; 10;
I; J;K = 1; 2; :::; 9; 10;




















where ’s and g are
a = @aX
 + Γ@a;
gab = a  b; (2)
and  is eleven dimensional Majorana spinor.
The action (1) is invariant under global SUSY transformation
X = −Γ;  = ; (3)
and also under the local fermionic symmetry, -symmetry












We decompose the coordinates as a = (; r) , r = 1; 2.
we go to the static regime dened by
X0 = ;
_XI = _ = 0;
(5)
the components of g are found to be
g00 = −1;
fr  g0r = Γ
0@r;
grs = grs − frfs;
grs  rIsI ; (6)
and it can easily be shown that,
2
g = −g;



















− e−1 − e g − 2rsΓ0I@r@sX




where e appears as an auxiliary eld for linearising the action; its equation of motion
gives
e2g = 1; (9)
which can be used for eliminating e. Due to (9), congurations with g = 0 are unaccept-
able.
The action (1) has a local fermionic symmetry, called -symmetry which allows one
to gauge away half of the fermionic degrees of freedom of .  is a 32-component 11-
dimensional Majorana spinor and is real in a real representation of Γ matrices which
we use (see appendix). We x the -symmetry just as by, the light cone gauge 6 (i.e.







 = ; (10)










Γ0;10@ = 0: (11)
6There is also another choice introduced in [10]:
ΓI = ; for one of I 0s;
but it causes a complicated lagrangian.
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+ (fX i; X10g−
1
2





fa; bg = e (@1a@2b− @2a@1b) = e 
rs@ra@sb; (13)
which satises the Jacobi identity
fa; fb; cgg+ fb; fc; agg+ fc; fa; bgg = 0:
we can now formulate our matrix model taking into account the following points to
remove the ordering ambiguity:
1) Poisson bracket (which gathers two operators),
2) Trace: Tr(AB +BA) = 2Tr(AB),
By usual substitutions[11, 1, 12] 7
fa; bg ) −i [a; b];Z
e−1 d2 ) Tr; (14)






























[X i; Xj]2 + ([X i; X10]−
1
2






T Tr (1): (16)
Here  and  appeared because of dimensional considerations in going from bracket to
commutator and also from integration to trace. We will x  and  later.
The action (16) has a gauge symmetry,
7There is a factor n for nn matrices in going from bracket to commutator and also from integration
to trace. Here we absorbed the factor every time in commutator entries.
4
gaugeX
i = i[X i; ];
gauge = i[; ];
gaugeX
10 = i[X10; ]: (17)
After xing -symmetry the global SUSY transformation of (3) should be modied in
order to respect the -symmetry gauge xing. The SUSY transformations which respect
the -symmetry gauge xing
Γ+ = 0  Γ+( + ) = 0) Γ+ = 0;
are





(1) = : (18)
In general, there is also another way for introducing SUSY transformations which
respects -symmetry gauge xing, i.e. by using -symmetry itself,
Γ+ = 0  Γ+( + + (1− Γ)) = 0) Γ+(+ (1− Γ)) = 0:
In static gauge and by condition Γ+ = 0, one nds
1− Γ =
 
1 + Aiγi B
ijγij




Ai = [X i; X10]−
1
2





Condition Γ+(+ (1− Γ)) = 0 will be
1 − 2 + (1 + A
iγi +B
ijγij)1 + (−1− A
iγi +B
ijγij)2 = 0; (19)
for every 1 and 2 as global spinors (i.e. 1;2  1) and two arbitrary 1;2 spinors. We
have not found a solution to (19) which respects the condition on the 1;2 spinors as global
5
spinors. In spite of this problem, as we will show, in the next chapter, that there are some
solutions in the model which have the characteristics of BPS states (especially no-force
condition, and also stability under quantum fluctuations). We take those characteristics
as evidence for good SUSY behaviour of the model, although we believe that this is an
open problem 8.
3 Solutions with BPS behaviour
In this section we describe certain congurations which are the solutions of the classical
equations of motion it will be shown that the quantum corrections at one-loop order
vanishes for them. These solutions may remedy the diculty with the expected SUSY
behaviour mentioned in the previous chapter.
The one-loop eective action around the classical solutions
X10 =  = 0;



















− Trlog(P 2i ) (20)
with the following denitions
Pi  = [pi; ];
Fij  = [fij ; ];
fij = i[pi; pj ]: (21)
where pi is classical solution of Xi.
Every solution with [12]
Fij = 0; 8i; j; (22)
leads to vanishing of the one-loop eective action, due to the following algebra
8It is worth mentioning about balancing between bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. There are
ten XI ; one of them (e.g. X10) can be gauged away by the introduced gauge symmetry ( although the
part which is proportional to one remains; but it doesn’t appear in action due to commutators). Then
there are nine bosons, but one must introduce one complex ghost because of gauge xing, so there are








− 1) Trlog(P 2i ) = 0:
In the following we search for these solutions 9 .
To begin with we consider a solution of (12) which represents a single flat static
membrane. With the conditions X10 =  = 0, the equations of motion, (12) are




other X i 0s = 0; (23)
constitute a single membrane solution, fX1; X2g = f1; 2g = e (=1, due to the equation
of motion of e). In the matrix version the conditions X10 =  = 0 give
[X i; [X i; Xj]] = 0;









other X i 0s = X10 = 0;
 = 0; (24)
9The point like congurations which may be represented by the following solutions





10 =  = 0:
are not acceptable because of vanishing g in (9). It is in agreement with the fact that the individual 11
dimensional supergravitons which are candidates for "quark" substructure of our model (due to their role
in innite momentum frame M(atrix) model as "partons") can not be studied as static congurations in
11 dimensions, because they are massless.
This argument also will be supported by the equation of motion of n, the size of matrices. By inserting
solutions introduced above, in the action one nds,




The equation of motion for n has no solution (gives 1 = 0)
7
with [q; p] = i and 0  q; p 
p
2n eigenvalue distributions. This solution represent a
2 dimensional object extended in X1 and X2 directions, and clearly it satises (22) and
so is stable under quantum fluctuations. Also due to the spectrum of p and q the area of
the 2 dimensional object (M-2-brane) is L1L2.



























other X i 0s = X10 = 0;
 = 0;
[q; p] = i; (25)
extending inX1 and X2 directions and at the distance r inX3 direction. Again clearly this
solutions satises (22) which means that the two M-2-branes are under no-force condition.
4 M-2-brane and anti-M-2-brane long range interac-
tion
In this section we calculate the long range interaction between two parallel M-2-brane and




























other X i 0s = X10 = 0;
 = 0; (26)
with, [q; p] = i . To calculate the potential between these membranes one must nd the
one-loop eective action of (16). The one-loop eective action W was introduced in the




















− Trlog(P 2i ) (27)
with Pi  = [pi; ], Fij  = [fij ; ], fij = i[pi; pj].
The calculation of (27) with solutions like (26) are similar to those of [12] for cal-
culating the interaction between two anti-parallel D-strings. For solutions (26) we have
[pi; fij ] = c − number which means that P 2i and Fij are simultaneously diagonalisable.
Also [P1; P2]  i, which means that P 2i behaves like a harmonic oscillator. The steps of











which is in agreement with 11 dimensional supergravity results for interaction of M-2-
brane and anti-M-2-brane [13, 14].
The result (28) can be used for xing the parameters  and  in (16). By inserting



























= TM(T L1L2): (31)






































[X i; Xj]2 + ([X i; X10]−
1
2
T [X i; ])2 + iTγi[X
i; ]

+ 6 Tr (1): (35)
Extension of the above result to higher dimensional p-branes and also not parallel
p-branes are presented in [15], in the a framework of the interaction of two anti-parallel
p(=odd)-branes in type IIB string theory (of course in 10 dimensions). We can interpret
those results [15] as M-p(=even)-branes (with X10 = 0) in our Matrix theory, which
studied earlier in context of M(atrix) theory [16, 17, 18, 19]. The result of [15] for two




; p 6= 0; (36)
again in agreement with 11 dimensional supergravity results for two parallel M-p-brane
and anti-M-p-branes.
5 Conclusion and discussions
In this article we introduced a Matrix model which we conjectured to be a model of
static congurations in M-theory. By construction the large N-limit of the model, at
least classically, is equivalent with static supermembranes action after -symmetry gauge
xing. As further evidence for the conjecture we calculated the long range interaction
of an M-2-brane and an anti-M-2-brane solution in this model in agreement with the 11
dimensional supergravity results.
A number of comments are in order about "static congurations". First, in an inter-
acting theory, e.g. in QCD, the interaction between two static objects like two (heavy)
quarks at rest is interesting in itself; and as there is no denition for covariant M-theory,
it is plausible to study the theory in various gauges such as: light-cone, static, etc.
The second point: M-theory is supposed to reduce to various string theories and its
compactications. However a model for static congurations of M-theory can not be
10
interpreted exactly as a string theory, because there are static conguration in string
theories which are not static in uncompactied M-theory (e.g. non-moving D0-branes in
IIA theory which are known as KK modes of massless supergravitons of 11-dimensional
supergravity, and so they move with speed of light in 11-dimensions.). Notice that the
reverse of the above argument is not valid : static congurations in M-theory remain
static after compactication. So compactications of the static matrix model is specially
interesting.
Appendix 1- Conventions and notations
Signature of gab = (−;+;+),




 ; Γy = Γ0ΓΓ0,
























i; γj]+ = 2
ij ;
Γ1Γ2:::Γ9Γ10 = Γ0:
Appendix 2- One-loop eective action
The calculation of this part is similar to those of [12]. In this part we decompose the
matrices X’s and ’s to classical solutions and quantum fluctuations as follows,
X i = ( pi )class: + a
i;
 = ( 0 )class: + ;
X10 = ( 0 )class: + a
10; (37)
where (:::)class: are classical solutions and the remainder of RHS’s are quantum fluctuations
around classical solutions. After expanding the action (16) up to quadratic terms in























2 + [pi; b][pi; c]

:
By introducing the adjoint operators
Pi  = [pi; ];
Fij  = [fij ; ];
fij = i[pi; pj ]; (39)





































− Trlog(P 2i ): (40)
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